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relatively few projectors deliver a good image for standard definition content. in this category, only the horizon pro and the
hd18 (which also has a single-chip 3lcd) were as good or better than anything else we tested. the optoma hd30, as well as
some samsung dlp projectors and many laser projectors, also deliver very good images for standard definition viewing, but
the biggest difference between our pick and the lower-rated models is color. while the horizon pro provides accurate colors
in the darkest scenes, it doesn't display nearly as much range of deep, saturated colors as other models. with an impressive
maximum brightness of 4,400 lumens, even at the higher eco picture mode, the hd18 is easy to see, but what really sets it
apart from the typical laser projector is its combination of low input lag and great color performance. we tested the hd18
and the next-highest-rated laser projector from the category, the optoma hd30, side by side, and found that the hd18's
image was much smoother, particularly during fast-moving images. the hd18 also had a much wider color gamut, more

accurate colors (note that most of the other projectors we tested measured their gamuts against the dci p3 gamut), and a
much broader dynamic range than the hd30. just be sure to leave room for the deeper, more saturated colors of a digitally
coded movie, and ideally space for some extra light if you're using any kind of projector in a room with ambient lighting.
when we saw the xb40's absolute brightness and image quality, it immediately became our favorite of the room-to-room

portables we tested. it impressed us with its ability to deliver a bright, clear image in bright settings and almost as bright a
picture even in dark scenes as we found with the optoma hd18. compared to those models, it doesn't have the best color
gamut, and it's not as easy to see, with a darker screen, of course. the smaller, more streamlined dimensions of the xb40,
plus its reliance on wireless connectivity, make it a bit smaller and easier to carry. it doesn't come with a usb cable, but it

does include an sd card reader that works with memory cards and usb thumb drives. a free bonus: it can serve up its own wi-
fi network, so you don't need to wait for your home network to come online before using it.
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relatively few projectors deliver a good image for standard definition content. in
this category, only the horizon pro and the hd18 (which also has a single-chip

3lcd) were as good or better than anything else we tested. the optoma hd30, as
well as some samsung dlp projectors and many laser projectors, also deliver
very good images for standard definition viewing, but the biggest difference
between our pick and the lower-rated models is color. while the horizon pro
provides accurate colors in the darkest scenes, it doesn't display nearly as
much range of deep, saturated colors as other models. with an impressive

maximum brightness of 4,400 lumens, even at the higher eco picture mode,
the hd18 is easy to see, but what really sets it apart from the typical laser

projector is its combination of low input lag and great color performance. we
tested the hd18 and the next-highest-rated laser projector from the category,

the optoma hd30, side by side, and found that the hd18's image was much
smoother, particularly during fast-moving images. the hd18 also had a much

wider color gamut, more accurate colors (note that most of the other projectors
we tested measured their gamuts against the dci p3 gamut), and a much
broader dynamic range than the hd30. just be sure to leave room for the

deeper, more saturated colors of a digitally coded movie, and ideally space for
some extra light if you're using any kind of projector in a room with ambient
lighting. when we saw the xb40's absolute brightness and image quality, it

immediately became our favorite of the room-to-room portables we tested. it
impressed us with its ability to deliver a bright, clear image in bright settings

and almost as bright a picture even in dark scenes as we found with the
optoma hd18. compared to those models, it doesn't have the best color gamut,
and it's not as easy to see, with a darker screen, of course. the smaller, more
streamlined dimensions of the xb40, plus its reliance on wireless connectivity,
make it a bit smaller and easier to carry. it doesn't come with a usb cable, but

it does include an sd card reader that works with memory cards and usb thumb
drives. a free bonus: it can serve up its own wi-fi network, so you don't need to

wait for your home network to come online before using it. 5ec8ef588b
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